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Abstract Information is valuable to users when it is
available not only at the right time but also at the right
place. To support efficient location-based data access
in wireless data broadcast systems, a distributed spatial index (called DSI ) is presented in this paper. DSI
is highly efficient because it has a linear yet fully distributed structure that naturally shares links in different search paths. DSI is very resilient to the error-prone
wireless communication environment because interrupted
search operations based on DSI can be resumed easily. It supports search algorithms for classical locationbased queries such as window queries and kNN queries
in both of the snapshot and continuous query modes.
In-depth analysis and simulation-based evaluation have
been conducted. The results show that DSI significantly
out-performs a variant of R-trees tailored for wireless
data broadcast environments.
Keywords: mobile computing, location-based query, wireless broadcast, error resilience

1 Introduction
With the ever growing popularity of smart mobile devices and rapid advent of wireless technology, the vision of pervasive information access has come closer to
reality. While information is important to users, it is
valuable only when available at the right time, right
place. Indeed, location is a very important requirement
to pervasive information access. The demand for access
of location dependent data (e.g., pollution index, local
traffic conditions, restaurant locations, navigation maps,
weather condition, etc.) fosters a tremendous application
base of location based services.
Today, there are many wireless technologies (e.g.,
Bluetooth, WiFi, UMTS, Satellite, etc.) that could be
integrated into a seamless, pervasive information access
platform. Logically, information access via these wireless

technologies can be classified into two basic approaches:
on-demand access and periodic broadcast. On-demand
access employs a pull-based approach where a mobile
client initiates a query to the server which in turn processes the query and returns the result to the client over
a point-to-point channel. On-demand access is suitable
for lightly loaded systems in which wireless channels and
server processing capacity is not severely contended.
On the other hand, periodic broadcast requires the
server to proactively push data to the clients over a dedicated broadcast channel. This approach allows an arbitrary number of clients to access data simultaneously,
and thus is particularly suitable for heavily loaded systems. Wireless data broadcast services have been available as commercial products for many years, e.g. StarBand (www.starband.com) and Hughes Network (www.
hughesnet.com). Recently, there has been a push for such
systems from the industry and various standard bodies.
For example, born out of the International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) International Mobile Telecommunications “IMT-2000” initiative, the Third Generation Partnership Project 2 (www.3gpp2.org) is developing Broadcast and Multicast Service in cdma2000 Wireless IP network [36]. Another example is the MSN Direct
Service (www.msndirect.com) based on the smart personal objects technology (SPOT) and the DirectBand
Network. With a continuous broadcast network using
FM radio subcarrier frequencies, mobile devices (e.g.,
smart watches, Navigators and PDAs) can continuously
receive timely information such as stock quotes, airline
schedules, local news, weather, and traffic information.
Moreover, systems for Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)
(www.worlddab.org) and Digital Video Broadcast (DVB)
(www.dvb.org) are capable of delivering wireless data
services. News also reported that XM Satellite Radio
(www.xmradio.com) and Raytheon have jointly built a
communication system that would use XM’s satellites to
relay information to soldiers and emergency responders
during a homeland security crisis.
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A number of studies have addressed various system
issues of wireless data broadcast [3,7,8,16,18,31,41]. Recently, several proposals on delivering location-based data
via wireless data broadcast have been suggested, e.g.,
enhanced R-tree based air index by Gedik, et. al. [12],
and the DAYS project led by Kumar [2,10]. In this paper, we address the demand of location-based data by
proposing a novel on-air spatial index, called Distributed
Spatial Index (DSI), to support location-based queries
issued by mobile users in wireless data broadcast systems. We focus on two classical location-based queries1 :
window queries and k nearest neighbor searches. The
former is to retrieve all the queried objects that fall inside the query window centered at a query point, and
the latter is to retrieve the k objects located nearest
to a query point. In both cases, the query point could
be the current user location or on an anticipated user
moving trajectory. In the design of DSI, we paid special
attentions to the following three aspects: 1) the performance requirement with respect to energy conservation
and access efficiency; 2) the inherently unreliable and
error-prone wireless communication; and 3) the support
of general location-based queries. To cater for client mobility, we consider not only the typical snapshot queries
in which a query point is fixed, but also the continuous
queries in which the query point moves along an anticipated movement trajectory. A continuous query is used
in a situation where future client movement is projected.
Taking the continuous nearest neighbor (CNN) query as
an example, a client may want to know the nearest gas
stations along an anticipated path from her current location to New York city. The returned result contains
pairs of the nearest gas stations and their corresponding
path segments (i.e., each pair consists of a gas station g
and the segment where g is the nearest gas station). This
information can be cached in a client and is particularly
useful for the client to avoid continuously issuing queries
while moving. Similarly, a continuous window query is
to figure out pairs of qualified objects and their corresponding segments. The proposed DSI is an index structure that facilitates highly efficient and reliable access of
location-based data in wireless data broadcast systems.
It exhibits the following properties:
– It organizes data objects in a certain linear order
(e.g., Hilbert Curve) that naturally fits the media of
wireless data broadcast to facilitate efficient indexing
and scheduling for broadcast.
– It has a fully distributed structure that allows query
processing to start immediately and thus minimize
the unnecessary waiting time for the arrival of the
starting point of a search path. The property significantly shortens the access latency of the queried
data.
1

Without causing any confusion, we use location-based
queries and spatial queries interchangeably.

– It provides multiple search paths for same objects
and shares links on common search paths to minimize
the bandwidth overhead of index information.
– It is very resilient to the inherent error-prone communication environment in wireless data broadcast. The
clients can resume, instead of restarting, the query
processing operation shortly after an error occurs.
– It efficiently supports a variety of location-based queries,
including window query and k nearest neighbor (kNN)
query, in both of the snapshot and continuous query
modes.
The issues of developing efficient and error-resilient
search algorithms for location-based queries are particularly challenging. The designs of traditional spatial indexes, e.g., R-Trees, are based on resident storage such
as memory and disk which supports backtracking in tree
traversal. Unfortunately, the linear property of wireless
broadcast environments imposes a serious constraint of
sequential access on R-trees. Thus, our search algorithms
for DSI are based on the principle of following the linear
access order but refining the search space and filtering
out unqualified objects efficiently. Insights obtained from
our analysis have led to a solution based on space refining and objects filtering and result in very efficient query
processing algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
addressing location-based query processing issues in the
error-prone wireless communication environment. It is
observed that a node in traditional tree-structured indexes is only pointed by one parent node. As a result, the
only access to a node will be lost if its parent/ascendant
node could not be reached successfully. The search performance penalized by packet loss can be significant.
Alternatively, DSI, by converging multiple search paths
into one linear index structure, enables a fast resume of
the search process. An extensive performance evaluation
in both error-free and error-prone wireless communication environments shows that the proposed DSI performs
significantly better than a variant of R-trees tailored for
wireless data broadcast environments.
A preliminary version of this work has been reported
in [21], where only the snapshot queries are considered.
In this paper, for the sake of completeness, we extend
the work to answer window queries and kNN queries in
the more challenging continuous query mode. In addition, we provide an analytical model to study the performance of a primitive search algorithm, namely Energy
Efficient Forwarding (EEF), in both error-free and errorprone environments. The simulation is also extended to
examine more performance aspects, including power consumption, computation cost and error resilience, on large
datasets. Finally, we also discuss how to extend DSI to
support queries on multiple data types.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A
brief review of the wireless data broadcast, space filling curves, and existing work on air indexing for wireless data broadcast is provided in Section 2. The index
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structure of DSI is detailed in Section 3, together with
the description and detailed analysis of EEF, in both
error-free and error-prone environments. Based on DSI,
algorithms that support snapshot queries, as well as continuous queries, are presented in Section 4. Further, a
simulation based performance evaluation is conducted
in Section 5 to demonstrate the advantage of DSI in
support of multiple spatial queries and its resilience under error-prone wireless communication environments.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we first describe the general system model,
assumptions, and constraints of wireless data broadcast
systems. Next, we discuss existing work of supporting
spatial queries in wireless data broadcast environments.

2.1 System Model
Typically, a wireless data broadcast system consists of
three parts: 1) a communication mechanism; 2) a broadcast server; and 3) a number of mobile clients. Figure 1
shows a high-level view of the system model. The communication mechanism consists of a number of wireless
broadcast channels to disseminate data from the server
to the clients. Without loss of generality, we assume only
one broadcast channel is allocated in our study, without
any uplink channel (since this is a push-based broadcast system). To answer queries, the mobile clients tune
into the broadcast channel to retrieve data on air. Moreover, we assume clients can determine their current locations via some positioning technology, such as GPS.
To simplify our study, we assume the entire service area,
in which the clients can roam freely, is covered by one
broadcast server (e.g., a satellite)2 .
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objects for the broadcast program. A data object consists of a set of searchable attributes and a content body.
Since our focus in this study is on location-based data access, we simply assume that the search attributes consist
of geographical coordinates. A homogeneous data type
(e.g. restaurants) is considered in this study. While complicated applications may likely issue complex queries
that involve multiple types of data objects, our study
represents an initial step towards this direction. In Section 3.4, we will discuss how to extend DSI to support
multiple data types.
The server periodically disseminates data objects to
its clients via the shared broadcast channel, and a complete broadcast of data objects is called a broadcast cycle.
From the standpoint of mobile clients, data objects appear as a sequential stream along the time axis. A client
may start retrieving data on air whenever it tunes into
the broadcast channel. Thus, a broadcast cycle may logically start at any data object and end at the next appearance of the same data object. Finally, content updates of
a data object are reflected between two successive broadcast cycles.
The performance of a wireless data broadcast system is measured by two criteria: access efficiency and
energy conservation. As mobile clients are typically powered by batteries with limited capacity, the main concerns are 1) how fast a request could be satisfied; and
2) how battery energy of mobile clients could be conserved. To improve energy conservation, smart mobile
devices can switch between two operation modes: active
mode and doze mode. In doze mode, the clients suspend
most energy consuming tasks like computation and communication whereas in active mode, some of those suspended tasks are performed. Energy conserving clients
stay in doze mode most of the time and change to active mode occasionally when there is a need to perform
energy consuming tasks. In the literature, two performance metrics, namely access latency and tuning time,
are commonly used to measure access efficiency and energy consumption for mobile clients in a wireless data
broadcast system, respectively [15,17,18]3 :
– Access Latency: The time elapsed from the moment
a query is issued to the moment it is answered.
– Tuning Time: The time a mobile client stays in active
mode to receive the requested data objects and index
information.

Fig. 1 A Wireless Data Dissemination System

2.2 Conventional Spatial Query Processing
The broadcast server is connected to data sources via
high speed networks and thus can be considered as a logical data source for all the mobile users. An important
task of the server is to determine and schedule the data
2

The proposed indexing technique is also applicable to single cell in the cellular based mobile system. However, issues
involving with the overlapping of services among the neighboring cells may need further investigation.

In conventional spatial database research, many index
structures have been proposed for the access of spatial
3
In this study, while tuning time and access latency are
used as the primary performance metrics to guide the design and optimization of DSI, we also investigate the power
consumption and computational cost of mobile clients in the
performance evaluation.
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data, including R-tree [14], KD-tree [27], Quad-tree [28],
etc. Among them, R-tree is most well received for its
simplicity, efficiency, and compatibility to handle a wide
range of spatial data and queries. The basic idea is to
approximate a spatial object with a minimal bounding
rectangle (MBR) and to index these MBRs recursively
using larger MBRs. Each node in the index tree contains
a number of entries. Each entry in an internal node contains a child-pointer to a lower level node in the tree and
an MBR covering all the rectangles in the lower nodes
in the subtree. In a leaf node, an entry consists of a
pointer to the data object and an MBR which bounds
the data object’s spatial region. Variants of the R-tree
differ from each other in terms of the criteria used to
construct the index. Figure 2(b) shows the structure of
an R-tree, where corresponding objects and MBRs are
depicted in Figure 2(a).
R-tree based search algorithms typically follow a branchand-bound approach to dynamically adjust the search
space based on the positions of the query point and objects. For example, suppose that there are two query
points, q1 and q2 , as shown in Figure 2(a). For query
point q1 , after accessing the root, it visits R2 first since
it is closer to R2 than to R1 . In R2 , the NN of q1 is o2 .
Hence, it records the current minimal distance, |q1 , o2 |4 .
Because |q1 , o2 | is shorter than the minimum distance
from q1 to R1 , the search is completed. Similarly, for
query point q2 , it first examines the root and then R2 .
Next, it examines R1 since the current minimal distance,
|q2 , o4 |, is longer than the minimum distance from q2
to R1 . As illustrated, NN search for R-tree dynamically
traverses the MBRs according to the given query point,
which introduces backtracking, i.e., the search goes back
to its parent node and switches to other branches more
likely to contain the result objects. This operation is
well supported in random-access media such as the main
memory and hard disks.
In a wireless broadcast channel, however, data objects are broadcast based on a pre-defined sequence (called
a broadcast program) and thus a data object is only available when it is on air. Consequently, search algorithms
designed for random access storages may incur a significant access latency. For example, Figure 2(c) illustrates branch-and-bound search of the R-tree depicted
in Figure 2(b) on air. Assuming that a search algorithm
chooses to visit the node R2 and then node R1 , after visiting the root node, yet the index nodes are broadcast in
the order of root, R1 , and R2 . Consequently, if a client
intends to backtrack to R1 after visiting node R2 , it has
to wait until the next cycle because R1 has already been
broadcast in the current cycle. This occurs every time
when a search order differs from the broadcast order
and thus significantly extends the access latency. Alternatively, the client can perform the search in accordance
4

Function |a, b| returns the Euclidean distance between
two points a and b.

with the broadcast order, i.e., visiting root, R1 , and then
R2 , in order to fit the sequential access property of wireless data broadcast. However, this conservative approach
may retrieve some unnecessary objects avoidable based
on branch-and-bound search algorithm and hence results
in a longer tuning time and more energy consumption.
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Fig. 2 Linear Access on Broadcast Channel

From this example, we can easily observe the deficiencies of R-tree index in wireless data broadcast systems. Besides, due to the unique characteristics of wireless data broadcast, design requirements for air indexes
are distinct from those for the traditional disk-based indexes:
– The size of air index has a direct impact on the access
latency and thus needs to be small.
– Air index can only be accessed sequentially. Thus, the
index structure and search algorithms should take
the property of sequential access into account.
– Query processing based on wireless data broadcast
should start as soon as possible instead of waiting
for a specific index node (e.g., the root of an index
tree) to arrive.
– Additionally, query processing based on wireless data
broadcast should be resilient to the error-prone wireless communication environment. In the events of error while receiving data, the client needs to be able
to resume (instead of restarting) the search shortly.
2.3 Air Indexing
Without any auxiliary information about the broadcast
schedule of data objects, a client is forced to exhaustively
listen to the wireless channel for requested objects. For
instance, to locate an object closest to its current position, a client has to download the whole data set. This
clearly consumes a lot of energy since the client has to
stay in active mode for one entire broadcast cycle.
Air indexing techniques are often used for conserving the energy of mobile clients [18,20]. The basic idea
is that the broadcast server pre-computes indexing information (including searchable attributes and delivery
time of data objects) and interleaves it with data objects
on the broadcast channel. Through the air index, mobile
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clients are aware of the arrival time of desired data objects by examining the index information. Long before
the arrival of the objects, the clients can switch to doze
mode and only wake up to active mode when the objects
are about to be broadcast. Similarly, appending to each
data object, the delivery time of the next index helps
the clients to schedule the sleep time for subsequential
data access. Consequently, the search of data objects is
facilitated.
Imielinski et al. has extended B + -trees to assist the
access of broadcast data. Two approaches, namely, (1,
m) and distributed index, are proposed to interleave the
index and data in a broadcast channel [18]. The former
treats the whole index as one segment and replicates
the segment m times within one broadcast cycle. An
index scan is guaranteed to be finished by visiting one
index segment. However, the clients suffer from a longer
access latency since m identical index segments extend
the overall broadcast cycle significantly. The distributed
index replicates only the top part of an index tree (see
Figure 3 for illustration), and the replicated part is only
a small portion of the entire index. It has been shown
that the distributed index scheme is more efficient than
(1, m) in terms of access latency.
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Fig. 3 A Distributed Index for Broadcast

Chen et al. proposed a broadcast index based on unbalanced tree tailored for non-uniform data access [6]. By
organizing the data objects with low access frequencies
in low-level nodes of the index and putting frequently
accessed data in high-level nodes, the search cost of frequently accessed data is minimized. Signature and hashing methods have also been developed for data broadcast
systems to support equality queries [15,20]. Signatures
and hash index frames are interleaved with data objects
or a group of data objects. By matching the hash value
or signature of a query with that of indexed attribute
values in the data objects, a client can easily avoid retrieving unwanted data in the broadcast channel.
Ideas of indexing the attribute ranges for exponentially increasing number of data objects were discussed
in different contexts, e.g., Chord [33], flexible index [17]
and exponential index [37]. However, the focus of these
work is totally different from our study. Chord aims at
providing peer-to-peer lookup based on a hashed search
key, while flexible index and exponential index investigate optimal tuning of the access latency and the tuning time in support of simple searches of broadcast data
based on a single attribute. None of them considered
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complex location-based queries, as we address in this
paper.

2.4 Processing of Location-Based Queries
In the literature, different approaches have been proposed to facilitate the processing of location-based queries
(LBQs). Dunham and Kumar have done lots of pioneer
studies in this area. They presented a query formalization which considers both location-dependent data and
location-independent data in [5], proposed an architecture for the processing of LBQ in [30], and developed semantic caching for managing location-dependent data in
mobile environments in [26]. The placement of locationdependent data along wireless broadcast channels has
been addressed in [39,40], and the privacy issue of accessing location-dependent data has been addressed in [4,
11,24]. In this paper, we focus on supporting locationbased queries, namely, window queries and kNN queries,
in error-prone wireless broadcast systems.
Several air indexes have been recently proposed to
support broadcast of spatial data (i.e., location dependent data) [38,42,43]. These studies can be classified into
two categories, according to the nature of the queries
supported. The first category focuses on retrieving data
associated with some specified geographical range, such
as “Starbucks Coffee in New York City’s Times Square”
and “Gas stations along Highway 515”. A representative is the index structure designed for DAYS project [2,
10]. It proposes a location hierarchy and associates data
with locations. The index structure is designed to support queries on various types of data with different location granularities. The authors exploit an important
property of the locations, i.e., containment relationship
among the objects, to determine the relative location of
an object with respect to its parent that contains the
object. The containment relationship limits the search
range of available data and thus facilitates efficient processing of the supported queries. In brief, a broadcast
cycle consists of several sub-cycles, with each containing
data belonging to the same type. A major index (one
type of index buckets) is placed at the beginning of each
sub-cycle. It provides information related to the types
of broadcast data, and enables clients to quickly jump
into the right sub-cycle which contains her desired data.
Inside a sub-cycle, minor indexes (another type of index
buckets) are interleaved with data buckets. Each minor
index contains multiple pointers to the data buckets with
different locations. Consequently, a search for a data object involves accessing a major index and several minor
indexes.
The second category focuses on retrieving data according to specified distance metrics. An example is nearest neighbor search based on Euclidian distance. D-tree
is a paged binary search tree to index a given solution
space in support of planar point queries. Grid-partition
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index is specialized for the (single) Nearest-Neighbor
problem [43]. Hilbert Curve Index (HCI) is designed to
support general spatial queries, including window queries
and nearest-neighbor queries. It adopts a B + -tree to
index broadcast data objects according to the Hilbert
Curve order. Conventional spatial index R-tree has also
been adapted to support kNN search in broadcast environments [12].
The problems of those two categories are different in
nature and hence the index structure designed for one
category cannot be directly applied to the other. DSI
falls into the second category. Although DSI employs the
Hilbert curve values to order spatial objects as HCI, the
index structures and search algorithms are completely
different.

nearby data objects. The remaining challenge to be addressed is how to design an air index such that spatial
queries can be efficiently answered. It is the focus of this
paper.
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2.5 Hilbert Curve
Since most spatial queries search for objects that are
closely located, one strategy for wireless data broadcast is to schedule (spatially) near objects close to each
other in the broadcast program. However, spatial objects reside in a two- or three- dimensional space whereas
data objects on air are broadcast in a linear media. To
keep neighboring objects in a high dimensional space remain close to each other on the broadcast channel, a
space-filling curve (e.g., Hilbert Curves (HC) [13]) can
be adopted to schedule broadcast of data objects based
on the coordinates on the curve. As such, the data locality on the broadcast channel can meet the access locality
required by spatial queries. DSI adopts this idea to build
an air index upon space filling curve5 .
Figure 4(a) shows the basic Hilbert curve of order
1. To derive a curve of order i, each vertex of the basic curve is replaced by a curve of order (i − 1), which
may be strategically rotated and/or reflected to fit the
new curve. The Hilbert curves of orders 2 and 3 are depicted in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c), respectively. The
numbers, called HC values in this paper, represent the
visiting orders of different points in the Hilbert curve.
For example, curve H2 illustrates a (4 × 4) grid, where
the point located in (x = 1, y = 1) has the HC value 2.
Given the HC and its coordinate mapping function,
it is easy for a client to convert between coordinates
and HC values. Let n be the number of bits assigned to
represent a coordinate in one dimension, and d be the
dimensionality of the original search space, the expected
time complexity for the conversion is O(nd ). Since n is a
constant and d is usually 2 or 3, the conversion overhead
is fixed. The detailed conversion algorithm is available
in [25].
The HC provides a linear order of data objects for
broadcast, while maintaining maximal locality amongst
5

Please note that space filling curves other than HC can
also be used for DSI.

3 Distributed Spatial Index (DSI)
In conventional spatial databases, spatial queries are well
supported by tree-based indexes, such as R-tree and its
variants. Based on searching criteria, searches start from
the root node of a tree through a sequence of intermediate nodes to reach leaf nodes pointing to target spatial objects. However, employing a tree-based index on
a linear broadcast channel to support spatial queries
results in several deficiencies. Firstly, clients can only
start the search when they retrieve the root node in the
channel. Replicating the index tree in multiple places in
the broadcast channel provides multiple search starting
points, shortening the initial root-probing time. However, a prolonged broadcast cycle leads to a long access
latency experienced by the clients. Secondly, a wireless
broadcast media is not error-free. In case of losing intermediate nodes during the search process, the clients are
forced to either restart the search upon an upcoming root
node or scan the subsequential broadcast for other possible nodes in order to resume the search, thus extending
the tuning time. Thirdly, backtracking, commonly used
in traversing tree-based index, is no longer efficient in linear access medium. As a result, tree-based indexes are
not appropriate for supporting spatial queries in data
broadcast environments.
Motivated by the need of an index structure supporting spatial queries in broadcast environments, we present
a fully distributed spatial index structure, namely DSI,
in this section. Very different from tree-based indexes,
DSI is not a hierarchical structure. Index information of
spatial objects is fully distributed in DSI, instead of simply replicated, in the broadcast. With DSI, the clients
do not need to wait for a root node to start the search.
The search process launches immediately after a client
tunes into the broadcast channel and hence the initial
probe time for the index information is minimized. Furthermore, in the event of data loss, clients resume the
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search quickly. In this section, we focus on a basic operation upon DSI, i.e., EEF algorithm, and discuss the
possible approaches to extend DSI to support various
types of data objects. The detailed search algorithms for
other types of spatial queries will be discussed in the
next section.

3.1 The Index Structure
Hilbert curve (HC) is adopted in DSI to determine broadcast order of data objects. Data objects of the same storage size, mapped to point locations in a 2-D space, are
broadcast in the ascending order of their HC values. Suppose there are N objects in total, DSI chunks them into
nF frames, with each having no objects (nF = ⌈N/no ⌉).
We use the space covered by Hilbert Curve shown in Figure 4(c) as a running example, with solid dots representing the locations of data objects (i.e., N = 8). Figure 5
demonstrates a DSI structure with no set to 1, i.e., each
frame contains only one object. Notation ohc represents
an object o having hc as its HC value. For example, o6
represents the object spatially located in (x = 3, y = 1),
as shown in Figure 4(c).
frame
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⌊logr (nF )⌋, pointers in the index table of frame F may
refer to the frames that are at least one broadcast cycle
away from the current frame F . In other words, the index table of F may contain pointers that span more than
one broadcast cycle. Since a broadcast cycle already contains the entire data set, we set ⌊logr (nF )⌋ as the value
of ni . In addition to τj , an index table keeps the HC
values HCk (k ∈ [1, no ]) of all the objects objk that are
contained in the current frame. This index information,
although occupying little extra bandwidth, can provide
a more precise image of all the objects inside current
frame. During the retrieval, a client can compare HCk ’s
of the objects against the one she has interest in, so the
retrieval of any unnecessary object (whose size is much
larger than an HC value) can be avoided.
Let us go back to the example shown in Figure 5.
Suppose r = 2 and no = 1, each index table has logr (nF ) =
3 entries since nF = 8. The index tables corresponding
to frames of data objects o6 and o32 are shown in the
figure. Take the index table for frame o6 as an example: τ0 contains a pointer to the next upcoming (20 -th)
frame whose first object’s HC value is 11, τ1 contains a
pointer to the second (21 -th) frame with HC value for
the first object being 17, and the last entry τ2 points to
the fourth (22 -th) frame. It also keeps the HC value 6 of
the object o6 in the current frame.

…...

data
packet

object with hc as its
Hilbert Curve value

Fig. 5 DSI for the Running Example

In addition to objects, each frame has an index table as its header, which maintains information regarding
to the HC values of the objects included in the current
frame as well as information about data objects to be
broadcast after specific waiting interval6 . Every index
table keeps ni entries, each of which, τj , is expressed
in the form of hHCj′ , Pj i, j ∈ [0, ni ). Pj is a temporal
pointer to the rj -th frame after the current frame, where
r (> 1) is an exponential base (i.e., a system parameter), and HCj′ is the HC value of the first object inside
the frame pointed by Pj . When ni is set to 1, each index table contains one entry pointing to the next frame.
In this case, DSI becomes a linked list of frames. When
ni is set to ⌊logr (nF )⌋, each index contains pointers to
the objects in the next frame, the r1 th frame, the r2 th
frame, ..., and the frame that is at least 1/r of broadcast
cycle away from the current one. Logically, a broadcast
cycle starts from any frame F , and ends right before
the next appearance of frame F . When ni is larger than
6

7

This waiting interval can be denoted as a temporal pointer
represented by the number of data frames apart from the
current frame.

3.2 Energy Efficient Forwarding
Since DSI distributes index tables along with all the
frames in the broadcast, lookup of interested objects
with known spatial coordinates is facilitated by traversing one or multiple frames. In this section, we discuss
energy efficient forwarding (EEF), the most basic search
algorithm for DSI. As the name indicates, this algorithm,
good for saving energy, has a small cost in terms of tuning time. The EEF algorithm is designed to also accommodate the situation where the requested object with a
specified coordinate may not exist.
The pseudo-code of EEF is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Here, we use an example to explain the search algorithm. Looking for an object O spatially located in point
p = (x, y), a client first translates the coordinate p to the
corresponding HC value HCp and starts tuning into the
broadcast channel for the object. After synchronizing the
broadcast channel, the client retrieves the index table
of its first frame. It compares HCp with HCk to check
whether the object O is contained in the current frame. If
a match is found, the object is retrieved and the search is
terminated. If HCp is within the range bounded by HC1
and HCno , but there is no match, the search is terminated with an empty result. Otherwise, the client needs
compare the HCi′ maintained by the index table, and fol′
lows the pointer Pi with HCp ∈ [HCi′ , HC(i+1)modn
)7 .
i
7

′
′
If HCi′ is larger than HC(i+1)modn
, [HCi′ , HC(i+1)modn
)
i
i
′
′
is replaced by the ranges [HCi , HCmax ) ∪ [0, HC(i+1)modni ).
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Algorithm 1 EEF
Input: The HC value HCp of the spatial p locating at (x, y)
in a 2-D space;
Output: Requested object;
Procedure:
1: begin the initial probe and retrieve the first frame F ;
2: while (F is not empty) do
3:
retrieve the index table associated with F ;
4:
if (HC1 ≤ HCP ≤ HCno ) then
5:
/*check objects of the current frame*/
6:
for (k := 1; k <= no ; k := k + 1) do
7:
if (HCP = HCk ) then
8:
retrieve the kth object objk in the frame;
9:
return objk ;
10:
no match is found, return ∅;
11:
for (P := N U LL, i := 0; i < ni ; i := i + 1) do
12:
/* check the index entry τi */
′
13:
if (HCi′ ≤ HCp < HC(i+1)modn
) then
i
14:
P := Pi ; break ;
′
15:
else if (HC(i+1)modn
< HCi′ ) and (HCi′ ≤ HCp or
i
′
HCp < HC(i+1)modni ) then
16:
P := Pi ; break ;
17:
if (P 6= N U LL) then
18:
switch to doze mode until frame F pointed by P
arrives;
19:
else
20:
F := N U LL;

EEF is a basic operation and a building block for search
algorithms of other more complex queries. In the following, we mathematically analyze its performance, in
terms of tuning time and access latency. The notations
used in our analysis are summarized in Table 1.
Notation
N
C
r
so
no
nF
sHC
sp
st
ni
si
sF

Description
the number of data objects.
the capacity of a packet.
the exponential base (r > 1).
the size of a data object.
the object factor (i.e., the number of objects in
a frame).
the number of frames within one broadcast cycle, nF = ⌈N/no ⌉.
the size of a Hilbert Curve value.
the size of a pointer.
the size of a index entry, st = sHC + sp .
the number of index entries in one index table,
ni = ⌊logr (nF )⌋.
the size of an index table, si = ni · st .
the size of a frame, sF = si + no · (sHC + so ).

Table 1 Definition of Notations

The tuning time of EEF is the cumulated time when
clients stay in active mode to retrieve requested obIn this paper, HCmax represents the maximal HC value
within the search space

jects and/or useful index information pointing to requested objects both directly or indirectly to facilitate
EEF on DSI. Suppose a client tunes into the broadcast
channel and the first frame received is Fm , while the
requested object is located in frame Fm+l , which is l
(0 ≤ l ≤ nF − 1) frames behind the current frame. The
tuning time to reach the target frame Fm+l (from Fm ) is
denoted by t(l), which is dependent on distance l and the
exponential base r. Suppose that the client can start the
search at any time. The lag time of the requested object
and the search starting time is uniformly distributed in
between 0 and nF − 1 frames. Therefore, the expected
tuning time in terms of number of frame accesses is expressed in Equation (1). The first term, 2sCF , represents
the initial probe for the first complete frame. As each
packet contains a pointer to the next frame, the initial
probe on average requires retrieval of half of a packet.
The second term is the average number of frames accessed. t(l) is expressed as a recursive form as stated
in Equation (2). Here, x is the maximum value from
{r0 , r1 , r2 , · · · , ⌊nF /r⌋}, that does not exceed l.
nF −1
C
1 X
+
t(l)
2sF
nF
l=0

1,
l = 0;
t(l) =
t(l − x) + ssFi , l > 0.

E(tuning) =

(1)
(2)

The exponential base, r, can be used to control the
number of index entries in DSI table. Obviously, with
more entries indexing data objects in a broadcast cycle,
tuning time can be better improved. In the following,
we set r = 2 in order to analyze the access efficiency of
DSI. For clarity of presentation, we set s = so + sHC .
Thus, the average latency for energy efficiently reaching
a frame is derived in Equation (3).
E(latency) =

sF
sF · nF
si + no · s
N
+
=
· (1 +
) (3)
2
2
2
no

3.3 Error Resilience
The above description is based on an error-free wireless
communication environment, in which there is no signal
interference or packet loss. In practice, the wireless environment is inherently unreliable and error prone due to
radio propagation attenuation, fading and noises. In such
an environment, link errors occur frequently and thus an
error-resilient air index that can quickly resume interrupted query processing is highly desirable. DSI naturally is an excellent scheme to provide this function owing to its fully distributed index structure. If a frame is
lost, the query processing can continue in the next frame
based on alternative search paths. Thus, performance
deterioration is minimized. This is a great advantage of
DSI over other air indexes.
For a conventional tree-based air index, any node is
only pointed by one parent. Therefore, the immediate
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access to a node is lost if its parent/ascendant node is
not reached successfully. The client has to either wait
for rebroadcast of the lost node or blindly scan all the
following packets from the wireless channel until the desired node is received. However, both approaches are not
efficient. The former incurs an extremely large access latency, while the latter wastes scarce power resources by
scanning lots of useless nodes.
Differently, DSI distributes the index information over
the whole broadcast cycle. From any given starting frame,
there is always a path available to reach a target frame
efficiently and thus enables any interrupted search to resume immediately. Take Figure 8 as an example, which
sets frame F8 containing object o61 as the target frame.
Table 2 lists all the search paths resumed at different
frames.
Starting Frame
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

Search Path
F1 − > F5 − > F7 − > F8
F2 − > F6 − > F8
F3 − > F7 − > F8
F4 − > F8
F5 − > F7 − > F8
F6 − > F8
F7 − > F8

Table 2 Search Paths Under DSI

To facilitate our study on error-prone wireless environments, a variable θ is introduced to control the probability of a frame loss. When θ is 0, no frame is lost which
is the ideal environment considered in the previous subsection. On the other extreme, θ is 1 and all frames are
lost. In the following, we examine the resilience of DSI
under various θ’s via theoretical analysis. The results of
experimental simulation will be presented in Section 5.
Recall that Equation (2) presents the required tuning
time of accessing a frame which is l frames away from the
current frame under the ideal environment. If the current
frame cannot be received successfully, the client will not
obtain the index information provided by that frame.
Therefore, the search will be resumed by listening to the
next frame. Taking the frame loss into consideration,
we derive the tuning time performance in presence of
broadcast errors in Equation (5).
nF −1
C
1 X
+
t(l, θ)
2sF
nF
l=0

1,


 1 − θ · t(l − x, θ) +

t(l, θ) =
θ · t(l − 1, θ) + ssFi ,
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the pointer information obtained from previous probing
is no longer valid. Consequently, the search has to restart anyway. Similarly, if the target frame which contains the needed objects is lost, the client has to wait
for the next cycle to access the desired data, no matter
which kind of indexing technique is employed. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume that the target frame will be received successfully in this analysis,
i.e., t(0, θ) = 1. Since the target frame can be reached
from any frame, the access latency will not be affected
by the link errors. Therefore, the average access latency
of DSI is still a half of the broadcast cycle, as shown in
Equation (3).

3.4 Multiple Data Types
In the above discussion, we assume all the data objects
are of the same data type (e.g., restaurants). In many
real life applications, users of diverse interests might issue queries on objects of different types. For examples,
visitors shopping at the Fifth Avenue might look for
nearby ATM when they run out of cash, while others
might want to find a nearby restaurant for lunch. In this
section, we briefly discuss two approaches to extend DSI
for supporting queries of different data types, namely
the sequential approach and the integrated approach.
Sequential Approach. The sequential approach uses
a single channel to broadcast data objects of different
types. It splits the broadcast cycle into sub-cycles with
each sub-cycle corresponding to a single data type. The
index table of each frame contains Pj to facilitate the
search within a sub-cycle of a particular data type Ti .
To direct searches of different data types to the right
sub-cycle, the index table also stores hTi , Pi i, where Ti
is the unique identifier of a particular data type and Pi is
the pointer to the start of the corresponding sub-cycle.
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Fig. 6 A Multiple Types Dataset and the Sequential Broadcast Approach

E(tuning, θ) =

(4)

si
sF

 l = 0;
+
(5)
l > 0.

Here we only consider the situation where a small
number of frames (≤ nF ) are lost. In case that a long disconnection occurs (e.g., more than nF frames are lost),

Figure 6 depicts an example in which two types of
data objects are supported (i.e., restaurants and ATMs),
denoted by filled circles and filled triangles, respectively.
A broadcast program is organized in accordance with
the sequential approach. Suppose a user issues a query
q to retrieve the ATM located in the position (x = 6,
y = 6, i.e., its HC value is 40). The user tunes into the
broadcast channel to retrieve an index table (the first
index table as illustrated in this example). Thereafter, it
switches to doze mode until the sub-cycle corresponding
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to the desired data type (i.e., sub-cycle 2) arrives. The
user downloads the first index table in the sub-cycle and
follows the second link to access data item O40 . Assume
it takes 0.5 time unit tu to broadcast an index table and
2 time units to broadcast a frame which contains one
single data item. The access latency for q is 17.5 time
units and the tuning time is 3.5 time units.
Integrated Approach. The sequential approach supports searches on particular data types. However, a user
may issue a query that involves multiple data types. For
example, a user is going to attend his friend’s birthday
party in a restaurant. He wants to visit a nearby gas
station, a bakery and a flower shop on his way to the
restaurant. He can tune into three different sub-cycles
in the sequential approach to retrieve the targeted gas
station, bakery, and flower shop. As those targeted objects might be located closely, it is a waste to conduct
spatial queries (e.g., CNN search in this example) on the
same area multiple times. Motivated by this observation,
we propose the integrated approach, which aims at using
one spatial index to support queries on different types
of objects.
The integrated approach broadcasts all the data objects, regardless of their data types, in one wireless channel in the order of their HC values. A broadcast program
organized in accordance with the integrated approach
for the same sample datasets defined in Figure 6 is depicted in Figure 7. The original index table keeps τi =
hHCi′ , Pi i tuples which guide the search to move towards
the targeted items via EEF. However, as data objects
of different types are integrated in one broadcast program, a bit-string tag is appended to each τi to indicate
the types of the data objects with HC values ranging
′
between HCi′ and HC(i+1)
mod ni . In other words, the
pointer Pi serves as an entrance to the data stored in
the next 2i -th to next 2i+1 -th frames, and the bit-string
tags the data types of the data objects contained by
those frames. The length of the corresponding bit-string
is bounded by the number of data types. In our example,
two data types, restaurants and ATMs, are tagged by a
2-bit string where the first bit corresponds to restaurants
and the second bit corresponds to ATMs. As shown in
Figure 7, the index table of item O32 has three tuples.
The first one points to the next frame, i.e., F6 containing
the object O40 . Since O40 is the only object contained
in the next frame, it must be an ATM as its bit string
is 10. The second one points to the 21 -th frame and the
bit-string 11 indicates that frames F7 and F8 contain objects from both types. Similarly, the third tuple points
to the 22 -th frame. The bit-string again is 11 which indicates that frames F9 , F10 , F11 , and F12 contain objects
of both types. When a user issues a query, it only evaluates those frames containing the desired data types.
When data objects of multiple types share similar geographical distributions, the integrated approach can be
employed to avoid redundant index information.
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How to organize the broadcast channel to facilitate
access of data objects of different data types is a topic
which deserves further investigation. Due to the space
limitation, we discuss the above two possible approaches
that can support queries of heterogeneous data types.
Since the performance of these approaches is dependent
on multiple factors, such as the distribution of data objects and the query patterns of different users, we leave
the issue of tuning the performance in real applications
and the development of other approaches as a future
study to work on.
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4 Spatial Queries Processing
In this section, we first discuss the search algorithms
based on DSI for snapshot window queries and nearest neighbor (NN) searches, two classical spatial queries.
Considering the scenario where mobile clients may issue queries while moving, we also discuss the support of
continuous window queries and continuous NN searches
on DSI. Finally, we discuss briefly how to extend all the
proposed search algorithms in a homogeneous data type
scenario.

4.1 Snapshot Query Processing On Air
Snapshot spatial queries are issued from static query
points, i.e., the current locations of mobile clients. Example queries include window queries and k-nearest neighbor (kNN) queries (where k ≥ 1). A window query retrieves spatial objects inside a query window, as “locate
all the pubs within this town”. kNN query retrieves k
objects that are closest to a given query point among all
the objects. An example of kNN query is “locate three
Chinese restaurants nearest to my current position”. We
discuss the search algorithms in the following two subsections.
4.1.1 Window Queries Query windows can be of different shapes. Without loss of generality, we assume a
rectangular query window specified by two ranges in respective dimensions. Therefore, given a window query Q,
the corresponding window WQ is specified as [x1 , x2 ] ×
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[y1 , y2 ]. The search needs to find objects with their coordinates p ∈ [x1 , x2 ] × [y1 , y2 ]. Since Hilbert Curve is a
space-filling curve, the intersections between the curve
and the boundary of the query window partition the
curve into several segments, each of which corresponds
to a HC value subsequence. For any segment, it is either
fully inside the query window, or outside the window. In
other words, WQ is transformed to a set of HC value subsequences (called targeted segments) whose segments are
inside WQ . The basic idea of processing window queries
is to employ the EEF operation to go from a targeted
segment to the next targeted segment energy-efficiently.
Since an HC is linear, a segment seg within WQ
must share some common endpoints with segments outside WQ . All these common endpoints must be on the
boundary of WQ . Hence, the window query algorithm
first detects all the intersections between the HC and the
boundary of WQ . Without loss of generality, we assume
that all the segments located inside the query window
form a targeted segments set H. Upon receiving an index table, the client sequentially scans each entry and
′
follows the first point Pi with the range {HCi′ − HCi+1
}
overlapping with some segment segj of H. The qualified
objects contained in the frame pointed by Pi are thereafter retrieved and the segment segj is refined by removing the overlapped part. This process continues until H
becomes empty. The detailed pseudo-code of the window
query algorithm is provided in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 8 illustrates the window query processing with
DSI. Suppose the shaded area in the figure is a query
window. The client first detects all the targeted segments. In this example, the set H has three targeted segments, {10−11}, {28−35}, and {52−53}, all highlighted
by dashed lines. Suppose the client tunes into the channel as depicted, the first frame F1 it receives contains
object o6 , which is not located within the query window.
The client then follows the first index entry to retrieve
o11 and removes the targeted segment {10 − 11} from H.
By combining index tables in F1 and F2 , the client has
more knowledge of the objects, i.e., (6, 11, 17, 27, 32, 40, · · ·).
Thus, it skips F3 and F4 by going to doze mode (as indicated by dark frames) and only wakes up to retrieve
F5 . At this moment, the search still does not terminate
since there may be objects within segment {52 − 53}.
After receiving F7 , the search terminates since o52 and
o53 are found not to exist. As Figure 8 where the client
skips the downloading of dark frames shows, the access
latency is 8 frames and the tuning time is 5 frames.
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Fig. 8 Window Query Processing

Algorithm 2 Window Query
Input: a query window WQ ;
Output: objects within query window;
Procedure:
1: compute the targeted segments set H, with each segment
segi denoted by the range {H2i−1 , H2i };
2: begin the initial probe and find the pointer P to the first
frame Fs ; R := ∅;
3: while H is not empty do
4:
switch to doze mode until frame Fs pointed at by P
arrives;
5:
for (i := 1; i <= no ; i := i + 1) do
6:
if (HCi is bounded by some targeted segment segj )
then
7:
R := R ∪ {obji }; refine segment segj ;
8:
for (P := N U LL, i := 0; i < ni ; i := i + 1) do
9:
refine targeted segments based on HCi′ ;
′
10:
if (HCi′ < HC(i+1)
and ({HCi′ −
mod ni )
′
HC(i+1) mod ni } overlaps some targeted segments)
then
11:
P := Pi ; break ;
′
′
′
12:
else if (HC(i+1)
mod ni < HCi ) and ({HCi −
′
HCmax } or {0 − HC(i+1) mod ni } overlaps some targeted segments) then
13:
P := Pi ; break ;
14: return R;

4.1.2 K Nearest Neighbor Queries To determine whether
an object o is qualified for a kNN search, a search algorithm needs to know not only locations of the object
o and the query point, but also the locations of other
candidate objects. However, algorithms based on a distributed index environment (e.g., DSI) have no complete
knowledge of the objects distribution. As a result, it
is impossible for a client to determine a precise search
space which contains only those k qualified objects at
the time the query is issued. The basic idea behind the
kNN search algorithms for DSI is to determine a search
space based on what clients know and then dynamically
shrink the space as more index information is received.
The initial search space for a kNN query is the entire search space, which covers all the data objects, and
the corresponding targeted segment is {0, HCmax }. As
a client tunes into the channel and receives index tables,
the existence of some objects is confirmed. The search
space can be shrunk to a circle centered at the query
point and containing k nearest objects out of those objects known so far. Correspondingly, the targeted segment is refined by removing HC values of both visited objects and those located outside the search space. The refining process continues and the retrieval of objects happens when objects are within the current search space.
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Finally, the search completes when all k NN objects are
retrieved and the targeted segment set becomes empty.
Obviously, how fast a search space can be shrunk
from the entire search space to the final precise one directly affects the search performance. If the query point
is located far away from the objects contained in the
current broadcast frame, the initial circle could be very
large because the index table has very limited information about the distribution of data objects close to the
query point (due to exponential increase of data objects
covered by index table entries). Consequently, many candidates will fall inside the large search circle, and the
client has to download more objects and retrieve more
index tables than necessary to refine the search radius.
On the other hand, if a query point is close to the objects
contained in the current broadcast frame, the search
space will converge very rapidly and the search process
typically will terminate quickly, because there are more
information about data objects around the query point.
In other words, clients can either follow the broadcast
order to refine the search space gradually or jump to the
frame closest to the query point for a quicker refinement.
According to how to refine the search space, two strategies for kNN query processing, namely conservative and
aggressive, are proposed.
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Conservative Approach.
The conservative approach does not skip any data object
that is possible to be included in the answer set. Thus,
a client tends to retrieve a lot of subsequent frames and
use their associated index tables to reduce the search
space. This simple approach guarantees a kNN search to
be completed within one broadcast cycle and hence has
small access latency. However, clients might suffer from
a relatively higher energy expense due to the slow search
space convergence which turns out to trigger more objects retrieval. The algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 3.
For better illustration, we use an example (as shown
in Figure 9) to explain the process. Suppose a client located at the spot q labelled by HC value 33 issues a 3NN
query. Initially the search space covers an entire spatial
region and the targeted segment is {0 − 63}, assuming
the client knows the total search space is a 8×8 grid. The
client tunes into the channel as depicted, and the first
frame it receives is F1 . According to the index table of

Algorithm 3 Conservative kNN query processing
Input: a query point q, and the requested number of nearest
neighbors k;
Output: k nearest neighbors to q;
Procedure:
1: r :=∞; R := ∅; F ′ := NULL; seg := {0 − HCmax };
2: begin the initial probe and find the pointer P to the first
frame Fs ;
3: while seg is not empty do
4:
switch to doze mode until frame Fs pointed at by P
arrives;
5:
for (i := 0; i < ni ; i := i + 1) do
6:
o′i := the object represented by HCi′ ;
7:
if |o′i , q| < r then
8:
r := insert(R, o′i , k);
9:
for all the data objects obji contained in Fs do
10:
if |obji , q| <= r then
11:
retrieve obji ; r := insert(R, obji , k);
12:
refine targeted segment seg based on current search
range;
13:
for (P := N U LL, i := 0; i < ni ; i := i + 1) do
14:
if HCi′ is bounded by targeted segment seg then
15:
P := Pi ; break ;
16: return R;

F1 , the client knows the existence of objects o6 , o11 , o17 ,
and o32 . Tentatively, it determines that objects o6 , o11 ,
and o32 are the three nearest neighbors known so far.
Thus, the search space is refined to the solid-lined circle
crossing o6 (see Figure 9). The targeted segments are revised to {6 − 11}, {24 − 57}, and {61 − 62} accordingly
by removing those outside the search circle.
The client downloads object o6 and follows the first
pointer P0 to access frame F2 . The existence of objects
o27 and o40 is therefore detected. Objects o27 , o32 , and
o40 become the new 3NN candidates, and the search
space is further reduced to the dashed circle across o27 .
Consequently, segment {6 − 11} is removed and the targeted segments are refined to {26 − 28} and {31 − 56}.
The client skips object o11 and follows the second pointer
P1 to access frame F4 since it is the closest frame that
overlaps with targeted segments. The refining of the search
space continues and only qualified objects that are inside
the search range (i.e., the corresponding HC values are
bounded by the targeted segments) are retrieved. Eventually, the search space is finalized (i.e., the inner solid
circle), all the inside objects (i.e., o32 , o40 and o51 ) are
retrieved, and the targeted segment becomes empty. As
shown in Figure 9 where the client skips the download
of dark frames, the access latency is 7 frames and the
tuning time is 6 frames.
Aggressive Approach.
The aggressive approach is different from the conservative approach in refining the size of the search space. As
we explained previously, the conservative approach accumulates the knowledge about object distribution gradually, according to the broadcast order of frames. How-
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ever, frames close to the query point can provide more
precise knowledge about objects distribution that we are
interested in than those far away ones. Motivated by
this fact, the aggressive approach tries to jump to the
frame that is closest to the query point to expedite the
finalizing of the search space. Hopefully, the retrieval of
some intermediate objects that are falling outside the final search space can be avoided and hence the client energy is saved. However, it may skip some answer objects
and the client has to collect them in the next broadcast
cycle, which incurs a longer access latency.
As the algorithm is very similar to the conservative
approach, we do not list the pseudo-code but use the
same running example to illustrate the aggressive kNN
processing (also shown in Figure 9). After downloading
the index table of the first frame F1 , the client decides
to follow P2 since HC2′ (i.e., 32) is closest to the query
point, compared to other indexed HC values. It skips
frames F2 , F3 , F4 to access F5 directly. Based on the
index table, it detects the existence of objects o11 , o32 ,
o40 , and o51 . Accordingly, a search circle centered at q
covering o32 , o40 , and o51 (3NN objects she knows as
far) is set as the initial search space. The corresponding
targeted segments are set as {9−10}, {27−28}, {31−36},
{39 − 40}, and {43 − 55}. Based on index information
associated with frame F1 , segment {9 − 10} containing
no existing object can be removed. Since object o32 is
next to q along the Hilbert curve8 , the remaining search
steps are similar as those in the conservative approach,
i.e., sequentially retrieving all the data objects located
within the search space.
The client downloads object o32 , and accesses frames
F6 and F7 . Although the three answer objects are retrieved, the search is not completed since the targeted
segments ({28 − 28} and {31 − 31}) are not empty. At
frame F7 , the client will follow the third pointer P2 to
access frame F11 , since neither HC0′ nor HC1′ overlaps
with targeted segments. The index table shows the next
two objects are o27 and o32 , ruling out the existence of
o28 and o31 and thus terminating the search process. As
Figure 9 shows, the access latency is 11 frames and the
tuning time is 5 frames.
4.2 Continuous Query Processing on Air
Due to the mobility of users, query points may move
continuously, which makes the retrieval of location-based
data a challenge. This issue of query continuity is particularly important for navigation and tour guide applications. Repeatedly issuing snapshot window queries or
nearest neighbor queries along each moving point is obviously not a feasible strategy. Since the answer to new
8

Since it is impossible to find real nearest object to a given
query point q without complete knowledge of object distribution, we treat the object closest to q along the Hilbert curve
as the best candidate for its nearest neighbor.
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query points may very likely remain the same as that
to a previous query point, there is no need to continuously issue and process the query while moving. One
approach to address this issue is to allow a client to issue a continuous query by specifying a projected moving
trajectory in order to retrieve answers corresponding to
an anticipated trajectory in a timely fashion. As a result,
answers paired with corresponding segments of the trajectory (where the answers are valid) are returned and
cached in the client. Thus, efficient algorithms for processing continuous queries along projected trajectories
are very important. Again, our solution aims at reducing energy consumption and access latency. In the following, we present the search algorithms for both continuous window query and continuous nearest neighbor
search.
4.2.1 Continuous Window Queries A continuous window (CW) query returns all the objects which are located inside a sliding query window whose center (i.e.,
query point) lies along a given query line segment. Each
object is associated with a validity segment, i.e., a portion of the query line segment where the object is covered
by all the query windows centered along that line. For
example, a client plans to drive to Boston along Highway
I-93, and wants to locate all the nearby gas stations in
advance since she forgot to gas up her car. A continuous window query: “locate all the gas stations within 1
mile from my current location to Boston along Highway
I-93” can be issued to retrieve all the qualified gas stations. Unlike snapshot window query, a query point of
CW query is not fixed and moves along a projected line
segment. Due to the change of query point, the distances
between the query point and data objects are no longer
fixed. The result of a window query issued at one point
may not be the same as that issued at another point,
as illustrated in Figure 10. In the figure, a query point
moves along a query line segment se passing through
three distinct points p1 , p2 and p3 . The query results
to window queries issued at p1 , p2 and p3 are {o1 , o2 ,
o3 }, {o2 , o3 }, and {o2 , o3 , o4 }. Here, o2 and o3 are the
common answer objects to the three adjacent window
queries. However, o1 becomes invalid after p2 while o4
becomes valid beyond p3 . This observation implies that
each object o has its own validity segment V So . In this
paper, our continuous window query is defined to include
a set of objects, and each object o is associated with a
validity segment V So . The formal definitions of a continuous window query and a validity segment are given as
follows. Here, W w×l (p) represents a rectangular window
centered at point p, having w as width and l as length,
and o ∈ W w×l (p) means the object o is located inside
the window.
Definition 1 Given a continuous window query issued
along se with W w×l as the query window, a validity segment to an answer object o stands for a subsegment
V So ⊆ se such that ∀p ∈ V So , o ∈ W w×l (p).
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Definition 2 Given a query line segment se, a query
window W w×l , and a set of objects O, a continuous
window query retrieves all the objects o ∈ O, such that
∃p ∈ se, o ∈ W w×l (p). All the qualified objects o, together with their corresponding validity segment V So ,
form the answer set.
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Minkowski region can be used to determine the validity segment for each answer object. Every object o
has a Minkowski region that shares the same size as the
query window and centers at o, i.e., W w×l (o). The intersection of the query line segment with the Minkowski
region provides the validity segment of the object o, i.e.,
V So = se∩W w×l (o). Figure 11 shows the Minkowski regions for objects o1 and o2 . According to the intersection
between Minkowski regions and the query line segment,
we can determine V So1 = sy and V So2 = xz.
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Fig. 12 Example of Continuous Window Query

Due to a large overlap among the results of adjacent window queries, our strategy for processing a CW
query is described as follows. Firstly, clients collect all
the objects that are covered by query windows issued
from points along the line segment. Secondly, for each
object, we identify the corresponding validity segment.
For the first step, we derive a search range that bounds
all the answer objects. Figure 12 shows an illustrative
example with a CW query issued along a query line segment se. By sliding a window along se, we obtain a polygon ABCDEF that covers all the possible query windows
whose centers lie along se. Instead of finding the targeted segment for a complicated polygon, we construct
a minimal bounding window, i.e., rectangle AA’DD’,
that tightly covers the polygon. As discussed in snapshot window query, the targeted segment set H for the
rectangle AA’DD’ which contains two segments, {0−15}
and {50 − 61}, can be easily determined. H serves as a
guidance for object retrieval, but the real retrieval hap-

pens only when the objects are located in the polygon
ABCDEF.
Suppose the client tunes into the channel as depicted,
the first frame F1 it receives contains object o6 , inside the
polygon ABCDEF. The client retrieves the object and
then follows the last index entry to access the index table
associated with o32 . After accessing F1 , the segment {0−
15} is shrink to {0−5}. The client switches to doze mode,
and wakes up when frame F5 is about coming. According
to the index table associated with F5 , she skips F6 and
follows the second pointer to access F7 . The search is
completed after downloading object o51 . This is because
1) the first entry of F7 ’s index table points to o61 which is
outside the polygon ABCDEF, indicating a safe removal
of the targeted segment {50 − 61}; and 2) the second
entry of F7 ’s index table points to o6 again showing the
beginning of a new broadcast cycle and implying that
no objects are within the remaining search space {0 −
5}. The validity segments of answer objects o6 and o51
can be derived thereafter according to their Minkowski
Regions9 . The access latency is 7 frames and the tuning
time is 3 frames. Algorithm 4 lists the pseudo code.
Algorithm 4 Continuous Window Query
Input: a query line segment se, a specified query window
W w×l , sorted HC values of objects;
Output: answer objects together with their corresponding
validity segments;
Procedure:
1: determine a polygon poly := ∪W w×l (p), ∀p ∈ se;
2: determine a minimal bounding window W that bounds
polygon poly;
3: res:=Window Query(W ); /* only those objects falling
inside poly are retrieved */
4: res′ := ∅;
5: for each object o ∈ res do
6:
find its Minkowski region Mo , i.e., Mo := W w×l (o);
7:
find its validity segment V So , i.e., V So := Mo ∩ se;
8:
res′ :=res′ ∪ {o, V So };
9: return res′ ;

4.2.2 Continuous Nearest Neighbor Queries Continuousnearest-neighbor (CNN) query finds a set of nearest neighbors corresponding to every point in a given query line
segment. Example queries like “locate all the nearest
Chinese restaurants along the Fifth Avenue from my
current position to the Central Park” issued by a visitor touring in Manhattan. Similar to kNN search, one
challenge faced in processing CNN query is how to determine a search space large enough to contain all the
results. In addition, unlike kNN search, CNN extends
9

The green and red segments along se (shown in Figure 12)
represent the validity segments of objects o6 and o51 respectively, i.e., V So6 and V So51 .
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the query point to a query line segment, which makes
the search algorithms different and challenging.
It has been pointed out that the answer set to a CNN
query contains a set of objects, denoted as o1 , o2 , · · · ,
on , which partition the corresponding query line segment
into n smaller segments li (i ∈ [1, n]) [32]. Each answer
object oi dominates a corresponding segment li , i.e., oi
is the nearest neighbor of any query point lying on segment li . This is similar to the validity segments returned
by a continuous window query. An example is depicted
in Figure 13. Objects o1 , o2 , and o4 form the CNN answer set to the query line se. o1 dominates the shadowed line segment sp1 , which means o1 is the nearest
neighbor to any point lying along the segment sp1 . Similarly, o2 dominates p1 p2 and o4 dominates p2 e. p1 and
p2 are called split points [34] since they are the points at
which the nearest objects along the line segment change.
Other than finding CNN result objects, determining split
points is clearly not trivial. In addition, as the arrival of
objects depends on the broadcast schedule, the search
space refinement and object filtering render CNN query
processing particularly challenging.
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and |p′′ , N N (p′′ )| ≤ M AX(r5 , r6 ), with p′ ∈ sp1 sp2 and
p′′ ∈ sp2 e. As a result, |q, N N (q)| (q ∈ se) is bounded by
r3 , the largest distance among all split points and their
corresponding nearest neighbors.
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Our CNN query processing is briefly described as follows. First, the initial search space is set to a space covering all the available data objects.The size is thereafter
reduced as more knowledge about the data distribution
is accumulated. The adjustment of the search space is
based on Heuristic 1 and is detailed in Algorithm 5.
Only those frames with objects fallen in the (immediate) search range are retrieved. However, not all the retrieved data objects can contribute to the final answer
set. In order to filter out the unqualified objects quickly,
Heuristic 2 is used to simplify the objects checking process and hence reducing the computational cost. The
search continues until the search range is finalized and
all the objects inside it are downloaded and checked. The
search algorithm for CNN queries is summarized in Algorithm 6. Table 3 defines all the notations used in the
following description.
Heuristic HR1. Given a query segment se and a corresponding set of split points SL(se), the maximal distance between any point p (p ∈ se) and N N (p) is bounded
by Dmax , where Dmax = M AX(|sp, sp.N N |), ∀sp ∈
Take Figure 14 as an example, and assume SL(se)
SL(se).

currently contains two split points, sp1 and sp2 . For ∀p ∈
ssp1 , |p, N N (p)| should not be greater than M AX(r1 , r2 ),
since |p, o1 | ≤ M AX(r1 , r2 ) and |p, N N (p)| ≤ |p, o1 |.
Similarly, it is guaranteed that |p′ , N N (p′ )| ≤ M AX(r3 , r4 )

Input: query line segment se, SL(se);
Output: a search range;
Procedure:
1: Dmax := 0;
2: for each point sp in SL(se) do
3:
dis := |sp, sp.N N |;
4:
if dis > Dmax then
5:
Dmax := dis;
6: extend segment se to se′ , with |ee′ | := |e, e.N N |;
7: extend segment es to es′ , with |ss′ | := |s, s.N N |;
8: draw a line l passing s′ and perpendicular to line se;
9: find two points P1 and P2 on l such that |P1 , s′ | :=Dmax
and |P2 , s′ | := Dmax ;
10: draw a line l′ passing e′ and perpendicular to line se;
11: find two points P3 and P4 on l′ such that |P3 , e′ | :=Dmax
and |P4 , e′ | := Dmax ;
12: return the rectangle bounded by P1 , P2 , P3 and P4 ;

Based on HR1, a circle cir(a, Dmax ), which is centered at a point a (∈ se) and has Dmax as radius, is
guaranteed to bound the nearest neighbor to point a.
As a result, a straightforward approach to approximate
the search range is to bound all the circles cir(a, Dmax )
for all the points a along the query line segment, which
forms a pill-shaped region. Further, we can use the rectangle P1′ P2′ P3′ P4′ as shown in Figure 14 to bound the
search area. In addition, the rectangle can be trimmed
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(as shown in Algorithm 5). Its correctness is warranted
by Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 The search range approximated by Algorithm 5 is guaranteed to enclose all the nearest neighbors
to all the points along a given query line segment.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we use the one shown
in Figure 14 as a running example. In order to prove
that rectangle P1 P2 P3 P4 is big enough to cover all the
nearest neighbors, we first need to prove that the nearest neighbor to any point along se will not fall inside
rectangle bounded by P1′ P2′ P1 P2 .
We assume points a, b are two points on se such
that |s′ a|=|be′ |=Dmax . In other words, the points p lying
along sa (or be) are the only points whose corresponding circles cir(p, Dmax ) are not bounded by the search
range P1 P2 P3 P4 . Given a point p ∈ sa, we assume its
nearest neighbor N N (p) is outside rectangle P1 P2 P3 P4 .
As a result, the distance between p and o1 (i.e., s.N N )
must be larger than that between p and N N (p). On
the other hand, points o1 , s, and p form a triangle, and
|o1 , p|2 =|s, o1 |2 +|s, p|2 -2 · |s, o1 | · |s, p| · cos(∠o1 sp).
If cos(∠o1 sp) 6= −1, |o1 , p| ≤ (|s, o1 |+|s, p|)2 . It is obvious that (|s, o1 |+|s, p|) = |p, s′ | ≥ |o1 , p|. As |p, N N (p)|
≥ |p, s′ |, |p, N N (p)| ≥ |o1 , p|. Consequently, the assumption that N N (p) is outside rectangle P1 P2 P3 P4 is not
valid.
Otherwise, cos(∠o1 sp) = −1, which means o1 overlpas with s′ . Obviously, |p, s′ | is the lower bound of the
distance between p and any point falling inside rectangle
P1′ P2′ P1 P2 (i.e.,|p, s′ | ≤ |p, N N (p)|). Consequently, the
assumption that N N (p) is outside rectangle P1 P2 P3 P4
is not valid.
Similarly, we can prove that the nearest neighbor to
any point along line be must be inside rectangle P1 P2 P3 P4 .
As a result, the correctness of algorithm 5 is proved. 
Heuristic HR2. Given a query segment se and a set of
split points SL(se), a new object o′ belongs to CN N (se)
if and only if ∃sp ∈ SL(se), |sp, sp.N N | > |sp, o′ |.

The above heuristic has been proved in [34]. All the
objects that do not have a closer distance to any split
point than the distance between the split point and its
current nearest neighbor are not qualified and can be
safely discarded. HR2 serves as the objects retrieval guidance and tries to save the client’s energy by skipping
unqualified objects.
Based on heuristics HR1 and HR2, Algorithm 6 shows
the pseudo code of the query processing algorithm for
CNN queries. Here we use a simple example (as shown in
Figure 15) to illustrate the CNN search process. Suppose
a client who tunes into the channel as depicted wants to
find all the nearest neighbors (e.g., gas stations) along
its motion path (represented by a horizontal line segment se). According to the index table of F1 , the client is
aware of the existence of objects o6 , o11 , o17 , and o32 and
thus can determine o32 is the current nearest neighbor
which dominates the entire query line segment. Accordingly, the client can approximate the search range based
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on current Dmax , i.e., |o32 , e|. The light gray rectangle
depicted in the figure is the corresponding search range.
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Thereafter, the client skips frames F2 , F3 , and F4
(since they are all outside the current search range), and
then accesses frame F5 . According to the index table
associated with frame F5 , object o40 is identified to be
closer to point e than e’s current nearest neighbor (i.e.,
o32 ). As a result, o40 becomes a new potential answer
object and a new split point (i.e., point a) is introduced.
Now, the current answer set contains two objects o32
and o40 , that are NN objects to segment sa and segment
ae respectively. The search range is shrunk to the dark
gray rectangle. The search process is completed when
the frame F6 is downloaded since all the objects inside
the search range are retrieved. Finally, the access latency
is 6 frames, and the tuning time is 3 frames.
Algorithm 6 CNN Query Processing
Input: a query segment se;
Output: CN N (se);
Procedure:
1: res := ∅; SL := ∅; begin the initial probe and retrieve
frame Fs ;
2: while Fs 6= NULL do
3:
for all the pointers Pi in the index table of Fs do
4:
o′i := the object represented by HCi′ ;
5:
if ∃p ∈ SL, |o′i , p| < |p, p.N N | then
6:
addNewNN(SL,o′i );
7:
for all the data objects obji within Fs do
8:
if ∃p ∈ SL, |obji , p| ≤ |p, p.N N | then
9:
addNewNN(SL,obji ); download object obji ;
10:
r := RefineCNNSearchRange(se, SL);
11:
for all the pointers Pi in the index table of Fs do
′
12:
if (HCi′
<
HC(i+1)
and ({HCi′ mod ni )
′
HC(i+1)
}
overlaps
with
r)
then
mod ni
13:
F ′ := the frame pointed at by the pointer Pi ;
break;
′
′
14:
else if (HCi′ > HC(i+1)
mod ni ) and ({HCi ′
HCmax } or {0-HC(i+1)
}
overlaps
with
r)
mod ni
then
15:
F ′ := the frame pointed at by the pointer Pi ;
break;
16:
Fs := F ′ ; F ′ := NULL;
17: for all split points sp in SL do
18:
res :=res ∪ {sp.N N };
19: return res;
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4.3 Discussion: Queries on Multiple Data Types
Although our algorithms presented in this section are for
homogeneous data types, all of them can be naturally extended to support heterogeneous data types if the query
does not depend on the proximity of the data objects
from different types. For example “return all the hotels, shopping malls and Italian restaurants within 1000
meters to the VLDB 2008 conference venue”. Here we
would like to highlight a point about NN type queries
(such as kNN search and CNN search) under the integrated approach. Originally, the index entry hHCj′ , Pj i
maintains the smallest HC value of data objects contained in the frame that Pj points to, and it is for sure
that an object with the HC value HCj′ is present. The
search can utilize this information to refine the search
range. However, data objects of different types might
be broadcast in one frame in the integrated approach.
Consequently, a kNN search of a particular data type
i cannot use the HCj′ value directly as it is not guaranteed that the data with HC value HCj′ actually belongs to the data type Ti . One possible solution to this
issue is to ignore the search range refinement step, as
shown in lines 5-8 in Algorithm 3. Alternatively, instead
of keeping hHCj′ , Pj i pairs in the index table, we can
store hHCj1 , HCj2 , · · · , Pj i with HCji representing the
HC value of the first object corresponding to the data
type Tj contained in the target frame. In addition, more
complex queries such as locating the top-three closest
apartments with kindergartens within 500 meters involve
the spatial join. We leave the detailed investigation of
these queries in our future work.
5 Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of DSI for supporting various spatial queries. The queries to be evaluated include 1) point queries using EEF, 2) snapshot
window queries and snapshot k nearest neighbor (kNN)
queries, and 3) continuous window queries and continuous NN queries. In order to show that tree-based index structures are inefficient for broadcast environments,
we develop an R-tree-based air index to compare with
DSI10 . To construct an R-tree-based air index, we employ the STR packing scheme [22] that has been shown to
provide optimal search performance. Further, to reduce
the initial probing cost, we replicate the top portion of
the R-tree evenly in the broadcast channel based on the
well-known distributed data organization scheme [18].
The replication level is optimized according to the analytical model presented in [18]. Without loss of generality, we assume each index node occupies one packet,
which in turn determines the fanout of the R-tree. We
label this R-tree-based air index as STR R-Tree.
10

R-tree is considered the best index structure for lowdimensional spatial data.
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Our design of DSI is highly flexible and configurable
by adjusting two major parameters, namely, exponential
base r and object factor no . In this evaluation, we fix r at
2 while varying no . We leave the study on combinations
of r and no for future research. The impact of no is
mainly on the number of frames, nF (= ⌈N/no ⌉), in
the broadcast, which in turn affects the number of index
table entries (i.e., ni = ⌊log2 (nF )⌋ = ⌊log2 (⌈N/no ⌉)⌋)
carried by a frame. In this paper, we simply allocate one
packet for the index table associated with each frame,
which is consistent with that for R-tree. Thereafter, the
total number of frames nF and object factor no can be
derived.
The performance evaluation is based on simulations.
Our simulator is built with CSIM18 [29]. It consists of a
server, a client and a broadcast channel between them11 .
The server disseminates an entire data set on the broadcast channel repeatedly. A client processes one query at a
time. At the time the client issues a query, it tunes into
the broadcast channel to collect the requested spatial
objects. After the query is processed, the client becomes
idle and is reactivated when the next query arrives.
For each set of experiments, the simulation runs for
100, 000 randomly issued queries based on both the UNIFORM and the REAL datasets. The results presented
in this section are the average of 100, 000 queries. UNIFORM is a synthetic dataset containing 20, 000 points
uniformly distributed in a unit square. REAL is a real
dataset containing over 40, 000 schools (point locations)
in US obtained from Tiger/Line [9]. A coordinate is represented by a pair of 4-byte float-point numbers, and an
HC value for a 2-D spatial object is represented by an
8-byte integer. The size of a spatial object is fixed at
1, 024 bytes.
The query performance metrics include access latency and tuning time. Suppose the bandwidth of the
broadcast channel is fixed, we simply report the number of bytes transferred over the broadcast channel in
place of real clock time. Firstly, this does not involve any
complicated unit conversion from bytes into time units.
Secondly, we avoid using the number of packets for comparison since the packet capacities in our experiments
are varied to model different real life network payload
characteristics.
Our first set of experiments studies the performance
of DSI and R-tree for different spatial queries, namely
point queries, snapshot window queries, snapshot kNN
query, continuous window queries and continuous nearest neighbor searches. Our second set of experiments
evaluates the computational cost and power consumption of different indexes. All these experiments are based
on a reliable wireless environment, i.e., the percentage of
link errors θ = 0. Thereafter, we conduct another set of
11

In a broadcast system, the number of clients will not affect the search process conducted by each individual client.
For simplicity, we only simulate one client in this model.
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Fig. 17 Performance of Window Queries vs. Packet Capacity (W SR = 0.1)

experiments to simulate an error-prone environment in
which packet loss happens in order to demonstrate the
superior resilience of DSI to errors. All the above simulations are conducted based on the assumption that a
homogeneous data type is considered. In order to evaluate the performance of DSI under multi-data type environments, we conduct the last set of experiments to
evaluate the performance of window queries and continuous window queries under the sequential approach and
the integrated approach.
5.1 Point Queries
The first set of experiment evaluates DSI for point queries
in terms of access latency and tuning time. We vary the
packet size from 64 up to 512 bytes. We also use the simulation results to validate our analytical model. The experimental results of the UNIFORM and REAL datasets
are depicted in Figure 16. The variation of packet sizes
does not affect the access latency since the increase of
packet sizes does not extend the broadcast cycle much.
From the plots, we observe the consistency between the
simulation and analytical results, which demonstrates
the correctness of our analytical model.
5.2 Snapshot Queries
Next, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of DSI and R-tree in answering snapshot window
and kNN queries. For window query, we introduce a parameter WindowSizeRatio (WSR), which is defined as
the ratio of the side length of the query window to that
of the whole search space (default = 0.1), to control the
sizes of the query windows. For kNN searches, we adjust
parameter k to control the size of the answer set.
5.2.1 Snapshot Window Queries In this experiment set,
we evaluate the performance of DSI and R-tree for supporting window queries. In the first experiment, we fix

WSR at 0.1 and vary packet capacity from 64 to 512
bytes. The results are plotted in Figure 17. It can be
observed that DSI is superior to R-tree in terms of access latency. As the packet capacity increases, the access
latency of DSI remains small and stable while that of
R-tree drops. On average, DSI requires only 79% and
66% of the access latency of R-tree for the UNIFORM
and REAL datasets, respectively. This is because DSI
can start the search right after the client tunes into the
channel, and the access latency is the duration of time
from the starting frame to the last retrieved frame. Although the capacity changes, the time duration changes
in terms of the number of packets but not the number of bytes. As a result, the access latency of DSI is
very low and stable. On the other hand, window search
performance of R-tree is affected by the relationship between MBRs and the query windows. As packet capacity
changes, the fanout and hence MBRs change. The search
path from the root node down to the leaf nodes changes
accordingly and thus the performance varies.
Besides, DSI performs better than R-tree in terms
of tuning time. This is attributed to the compactness
of DSI, which indexes 1-D HC values instead of 2-D
MBRs as R-tree does. In addition, MBRs may overlap
with query windows which might not contain any answer
object. On average, DSI consumes only 96% of the tuning time of R-tree for the UNIFORM dataset and 90%
of the tuning time of R-tree for the REAL dataset.
To study the impact of query window size, we fix
packet capacity, denoted as C, to 128 bytes and vary
WSR from 0.02, to 0.05, to 0.1, and to 0.2 in the second set of experiments. The results for the UNIFORM
and REAL datasets are depicted in Figure 18. Again,
DSI is observed to be outperforming R-tree in terms of
both the access time and the tuning time. In comparison
with R-tree, DSI only consumes 95% of the tuning time
and requires 66% of the access latency on average for the
REAL dataset. As the window size becomes larger, more
objects have to be retrieved and hence the retrieval cost
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of the qualified objects (which is independent of the index structure and search algorithm) dominates the tuning time. Consequently, both DSI and R-tree have similar tuning time performance. The advantage of DSI under the UNIFORM dataset is even more significant, as
shown in Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b). For the same
sets of window queries, by using DSI, clients can reduce
23% of the tuning time and 29% of the access time from
that of R-tree.

5.2.2 Snapshot K Nearest Neighbor Queries In this section, the performance of DSI and R-tree algorithms for
supporting kNN queries is evaluated. For R-tree index,
the kNN search algorithm would visit index nodes and
objects sequentially as backtracking is not feasible on
the broadcast. This certainly results in a considerably
long tuning time especially when the result objects are
located in the later part of the broadcast. However, if
the client knows that there are at least k objects in the
later part of the broadcast that are closer to the query
point than the currently found ones, they can safely skip
the downloading of the intermediate objects currently located. This observation motivates the design of the enhanced kNN search algorithm (please refer to [12] for
details). It requires each index node to carry a count of
the underlying objects (“object count”). Thus, clients do
not blindly download intermediate objects. In our experiment, we include this enhanced kNN search algorithm
for comparison. Instead of including “object count” in
every index node, we continue to use STR-tree and use
the level of the index node and the fanout of the index
(which is fixed) to determine object counts at runtime.
We label this extended algorithm as Enhanced STR
R-tree. The performance shown in this section is actually slightly better than its real performance, because
the overhead of “object count” is not included in our
measurement.

Firstly, we examine the performance of the DSI and
R-tree algorithms for 1NN (i.e., k=1) and 30NN (i.e.,
k=30) queries with different packet capacities. Figure 19
plots the performance for the UNIFORM dataset. At
first sight, the aggressive approach is the most energy efficient. It dramatically saves more tuning time than both
the conservative approach and R-tree-based approaches.
This aligns with our expectation since the aggressive
approach skips the objects located far away from the
query point. Therefore, the search range could be shrunk
quickly and hence fewer false result objects are downloaded. For example, we track the number of objects
retrievals incurred for the UNIFORM dataset (C = 64
bytes, and k = 30) and find that on average only 75 objects are retrieved by the aggressive approach, compared
with 223 by the conservative approach. Meanwhile, the
R-tree algorithms scan a number of index nodes and
some additional objects to determine the final result,
making them less competitive than DSI. However, the
aggressive approach suffers from a much longer access
latency. This is because the kNN search process is postponed, i.e., the client might miss some answer objects in
the current broadcast cycle, thereby forcing it to download them in the next cycle.
In summary, when k = 1, conservative approach incurs only 71% of R-tree’s access latency12 , and it consumes 11% of R-tree’s and 53% of Enhanced R-tree’s
tuning time, respectively. When k is set to 30, on average conservative approach incurs 75% of R-tree’s access
latency for UNIFORM dataset. Meanwhile, it consumes
49% of R-tree’s and 58% of Enhanced R-tree’s tuning
time, respectively. Since the conservative approach achieves
a good balance between the access latency performance
and the tuning time performance, we use it as the default
algorithm for kNN search in the following discussion.
12

The Enhanced kNN search algorithm only improves tuning time performance, but not access latency.
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For the REAL dataset, the performance difference
between R-tree and DSI (conservative approach) narrows, as shown in Figure 20. This is because R-tree
ensures high spatial locality. When the distribution of
objects is skewed, the search space represented by highlevel index nodes which contain farther objects from a
query point can be pruned efficiently, thereby improving
the search performance. For NN search, Enhanced R-tree
performs better than DSI in terms of tuning time. However, DSI still provides the best access latency. For NN
search, it requires 63% of the access latency of R-tree.
When k increases to 30, DSI has a better performance
than both R-tree and Enhanced R-tree. DSI consumes
69% of R-tree’s and 92% of Enhanced R-tree’s tuning
time, respectively. This is because R-tree would have
different search paths for scattered result objects. Meanwhile, for DSI, the proximity of closely located objects is
preserved by space-filling curve, which allows search to
be constrained within a small portion of the broadcast.
In addition to the tuning time, DSI also saves 34% of
access latency compared to R-tree.
Compared with window queries, the advantages of
DSI over R-tree are even more obvious for supporting
kNN queries. Our conservative search approach refines
the search space gradually while achieving energy efficiency by moving close to the query point via EEF.
Next, we vary k from 1 to 50 to examine the impact of
the number of nearest neighbors on the performance of
spatial air indexes. Figure 21 shows the results for both
the UNIFORM and REAL datasets. As expected, DSI
performs the best for almost all the cases in both access
latency and tuning time.
5.3 Continuous Queries
In this section, we evaluate DSI and R-tree in answering
continuous queries, including continuous window queries

and continuous nearest neighbor searches, issued from
clients when they are moving. A parameter QueryLengthRation (QLR) is introduced to represent the length of
the projected linear trajectory (i.e., the query line segment). It is defined as the ratio of the length of the query
segment to the side length of the whole search space (default = 0.1). The starting point of a moving trajectory
is randomly selected, and the corresponding direction of
the movement is uniformly distributed between 0 and
π/2. A client is assumed to issue either a continuous
window query, whose size is controlled by W SR, or a
continuous nearest neighbor query at the starting point.
5.3.1 Continuous Window Queries First, the performance of different indexes supporting continuous window queries is evaluated. Different WSR values are used:
0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. The length of the client moving trajectory is varied via QLR. To simplify our experiments, we assume that WSR and QLR share the
same value instead of evaluting all the possible combinations of the two parameter values. In addition, we fix
the packet capacity C at 128 bytes.
Figure 22 depicts the simulation result under different configurations of WSR and QLR values for both the
UNIFORM and REAL datasets. Due to the compactness
of the index tables and its distributed nature, DSI incurs
a much shorter access latency than R-tree. Consider the
UNIFORM dataset. DSI takes only 80% of R-tree’s access latency. The improvement is even more significant
for REAL dataset. DSI incurs only 67% of R-tree’s access latency. In terms of tuning time performance, DSI
for continuous window queries still performs better than
R-tree, even though with a smaller margin. It consumes
94% and 87% R-tree’s tuning time for the REAL and
UNIFORM datasets, respectively. Compared to snapshot window queries, DSI is less competitive in tuning
time. This is because DSI approximates search range as
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a rectangle based on the given query line segment, which
actually takes a large area into consideration and hence
introduces some extra overhead.
5.3.2 Continuous NN Queries To evaluate the performance of DSI and R-tree for supporting continuous NN
queries, we first fix the length of the query line segment, i.e., QLR, and vary the packet capacity C from
64 bytes to 512 bytes. The result is plotted in Figure 23.
DSI is shown to incur a shorter access latency for both
the UNIFORM and REAL datasets than R-tree, since
DSI enables clients to start the query processing almost
right after they tune into the channel while R-tree needs
clients to wait for the arrival of the root index node
to start the search. On average, DSI requires 64% and
72% of R-tree’s access latency under the UNIFORM
and REAL datasets, respectively. In terms of tuning
time, DSI demonstrates its strength for the UNIFORM
dataset by only consuming 75% of R-tree’s tuning time.
However, R-tree outperforms DSI for the REAL dataset
as R-tree benefits more from the skew distribution.
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in terms of tuning time and access latency. On average,
DSI only requires 62% of tuning time and 66% of Rtree’s access latency. For the REAL dataset, DSI does
not perform as well as R-tree in terms of tuning time
due to the skewed object distribution. However, it incurs
considerably less access time, i.e., 72% of R-tree’s access
latency.
R-tree demonstrates a better performance in tuning
time when the distribution of objects is skewed for CNN
queries. As we explained above, R-tree clusters objects
according to spatial locality and thus allows quick search
space pruning if certain tree branches of the objects do
not contribute to the query result. On the other hand,
the search algorithm based on DSI approximates the
search range based on the query line segment and all the
candidates found so far. Therefore, it could be very likely
that some false results are downloaded before the actual
ones are found, thereby introducing a longer tuning time
than R-tree. On the other hand, due to compactness and
distribution of the index tables, the access time of DSI
remains the lowest.
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Fig. 24 Performance of CNN Search vs. QLR (UNIFORM:
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Next, we evaluate the performance of DSI and Rtree under different settings of QLR. Figure 24 shows
the performance for the UNIFORM dataset by fixing
the packet capacity C at 128 bytes and varying QLR
from 0.02 to 0.2. As expected, as QLR increases, more
result objects will be collected. Therefore, more energy is
consumed. DSI performs consistently better than R-tree

Besides the tuning time performance which reflects the
number of data objects that a client has to retrieve in order to finish a query, query processing performed at mobile clients also consumes power resource. In this section,
we evaluate the computational cost of DSI and R-trees in
terms of the CPU time for answering queries. The evaluation is based on a Generic SUN4U SPARC with 4G
main memory. Although the SUN machine is much more
powerful than existing handheld devices, the result provides good insights and serves as a good reference. In addition, with the trend of rapid technology advances, it is
not surprising to have powerful mobile devices with similar computational capability in the future. We conduct
experiments on snapshot window queries and snapshot
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kNN queries with various packet capacities. The results
are shown in Figure 25.
From the figures, DSI is shown to be superior to
R-tree in terms of CPU time for most cases. For window queries, the advantage of DSI is distinct. For all the
cases, DSI finishes window queries within 1 millisecond
under the UNIFORM dataset that is only 1% of the CPU
time of R-tree. For the REAL dataset, DSI requires again
only 1% of R-tree’s CPU time. For 30NN queries, the superiority of DSI is still very obvious. DSI requires only
24% and 27% of enhanced R-tree and R-tree’s CPU time
for the UNIFORM dataset, respectively, and it also significantly outperforms Enhanced R-tree and R-tree for
the REAL dataset.

5.5 Power Consumption
Conventionally, tuning time is used in the literature to
evaluate power consumption. Since it is well-known that
mobile devices consume much more energy in the active mode than in the doze mode, an energy-conserving
index usually can reduce the tuning time. However, a
shorter tuning time does not necessarily save energy due
to frequent switching operations (i.e., switch between active mode and doze mode), which also incur significant
energy cost [35]. In order to fully demonstrate the advantage of DSI, we conduct a simulation to evaluate the
power consumption in different approaches.
Different components in mobile devices have different power consumption [1,19]. For example, a processor (StrongARM SA-1100) consumes 0.05mW at doze
mode but 200mW at normal mode, a RangeLAN2 PC
card consumes 25mW at doze mode, 750mW at receive
mode, and 1500mW at transmit mode, and a µ-blox
GPS-MS1E consumes 33mW at doze mode and 462mW
at normal mode. Based on these data, we can approximate the ratio of power consumed in active mode to
that consumed in doze mode, denoted as e, based on
200+750+462
0.05+25+33 = 24.34. Consequently, we can take the power
consumed at doze mode as the unit power consumption
(denoted as ρ), and power consumed at active mode is
(e · ρ), i.e., 24.34 units.
Let Pon and Pof f denote the power consumption in
active and doze modes, respectively. Also, let Ton , Tof f
and Tset denote the time spent in active, doze and setup

(i.e., switching) during query processing13 . Finally, we
use Nswi to denote the number of switches incurred. We
further assume Pswi , the power consumption of a switch
operation, equals Pon . The total power consumption can
be derived based on Equation 6.
P = Ton · Pon + Tset · Nswi · Pswi + Tof f · Pof f
= Ton · (e · ρ) + Tset · Nswi · (e · ρ) + Tof f · ρ (6)
It is observed that the typical setup time for a mobile
device to start its radio or to tune into active mode is
in the order of 100µs [35]. Since the setup time is device dependent, we vary the setup time, ranging from
100µs to 1ms, in our experiments. In order to approximate the time needed to retrieve data objects/index information, we further assume the bandwidth B of the
broadcast channel is 128kbps. Figure 26 presents the
power consumed of window queries and continuous window searches for both the UNIFORM and REAL datasets.
As depicted, DSI saves more power and outperforms Rtree significantly. When Tset = 0.1ms, DSI consumes
only 86.4% and 83.3% of R-tree’s power consumption
for window query and continuous window query, respectively, under the UNIFORM dataset. For the REAL dataset,
DSI consumes only 74.9% and 72.2% of R-tree’s power
consumption for window query and continuous window
query. This is due to more switches occurred in R-tree
search algorithms than in DSI algorithms. We further
observe that the advantage of DSI in terms of energysaving is more significant when W SR is smaller (e.g.,
0.02). This is because as W SR becomes larger, the answer set contains more objects. Consequently, the energy consumed by retrieving result objects, which is far
more than that used to retrieve index, becomes dominant. Hence, the difference between DSI and R-tree is
reduced. For example, when W SR = 0.02, DSI only consumes 57.3% of R-tree’s power consumption for window
query under the REAL dataset, while the ratio of DSI’s
power consumption to that of R-tree reaches 94.9% when
W SR = 0.2.
5.6 Error Resilience
For a tree-structured index, re-access and re-probe are
two straightforward strategies to resume a failed search.
The former tries to access the lost packet from the next
13

Note that the setup time typically refers to the time for
a mobile device to start or to wake up its radio component.
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broadcast cycle, which incurs extremely long access latency. The latter re-starts the search from the packet
right after the lost packet and hence all the previous
efforts are in vain. Obviously, the performance of Rtree under an error-prone environment is not comparable to that of DSI by adopting either re-access or reprobe strategies. Every packet loss will incur an increase
of the access latency and possibly the tuning time. In
the literature, a progressive method has been proposed
in [23] to efficiently resume an interrupted search by finding an available replicated index node. However, the solution is only applicable to the simple range query in
one-dimensional space, and cannot be extended to answer complicated queries, such as kNN queries and CNN
searches. Thus, we only evaluate the performance of DSI
in this set of experiments.
To examine the resilience of on air spatial indexing techniques to wireless communication link errors, we
compare their performance under an error-prone wireless
broadcast environment, where a reliable data delivery is
no longer guaranteed. We first evaluate the performance
of point query under the default packet loss probability,
i.e., (θ = 0.5), with results depicted in Figure 27(a) and
Figure 27(b). As we assume that the packets containing
the final answers will not be lost, the access latency of
point query will not be affected. It is observed that the
results from simulation are pretty close to the analytical result. The difference of tuning time performance is
only 0.1% and 0.2% under the UNIFORM and REAL
datasets.
Next, we vary θ to evaluate DSI with various degrees of communication link errors. Figure 27(c) and
Figure 27(d) show the performance of both datasets under different values of θ, which is varied from 0.0 to 0.7.
As expected, simulation results match the analytical result. The difference is only around 0.6% and 0.2% for
the UNIFORM and REAL datasets, respectively.

The performance of window queries and 30NN searches
under different θ is also evaluated. Again, DSI provides
a relatively stable performance. Table 4 summarizes the
performance downgrade (in percentage) under various
communication link error ratios for REAL dataset and
that of UNIFORM dataset is ignored due to space limitation. Note that the baseline of comparison is the performance of DSI under the ideal, lossless wireless communication environment (θ = 0). The loss of packets
has a smaller impact on the performance of window
queries, compared with that of kNN search. The reason
is that the search range of window query is fixed, while
the search range of kNN queries is determined based on
the information obtained from the downloaded packets.
When the packets cannot be retrieved successfully, the
clients do not have sufficient knowledge to shrink the
search range. As a result, it is likely to download irrelevant objects.
Capacity
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256

512

θ
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.7

Window Query
Tuning Latency
0.05%
0.18%
0.11%
0.01%
0.27%
0.21%
0.03%
0.01%
0.07%
0.01%
0.17%
0.16%
0.06%
0.24%
0.14%
0.01%
0.31%
0.20%
0.12%
0.10%
0.25%
0.38%
0.55%
0.61%

30NN
Tuning Latency
8.41%
0.01%
18.08% 0.0.03%
36.20% 0.16%
8.83%
0.02%
19.46% 0.01%
40.67% 0.01%
9.66%
0.05%
21.13% 0.06%
42.36% 0.38%
10.79% 0.09%
21.73% 0.23%
43.64% 0.06%

Table 4 Performance Downgrade vs. θ under DSI (REAL)

In order to provide a visual representation of the
performance under error-prone environments, Figure 28
presents the results of NN searches under the UNIFORM
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dataset. It is obvious that the performance of DSI is relatively stable.
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In summary, the fully distributed characteristics of
DSI enable query processing to be resumed immediately
after the loss of packets occurs. Distribution of index
information to frames over the whole cycle contributes
to the efficiency and robustness of DSI and the search
algorithms in wireless data broadcast.

5.7 Multiple Data Types
In addition to the broadcast and query processing of
homogeneous data type, we also conduct a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed
sequential and integrated approaches for the broadcast
of heterogeneous data types. We assume there are two
uniform datasets with N1 = N2 = 10000, corresponding
to two data types. An eight-bit string tag is allocated to
represent data types. The performance of window queries
with W SR = 0.1 is depicted in Figure 29, with respect
to a window query on one data type (D = 1) and a
window query on both data types (D = 2).
When the query is on a single data type, the sequential approach performs better than the integrated approach, requiring on average 91.3% of the tuning time
and 92.3% of the access latency of the integrated approach. This is because the sequential approach uses
a smaller index table, compared with that of the integrated approach. The number of index entries in an
index table under the sequential approach is dependent
on the number of frames inside the whole broadcast cycle, i.e., ni = ⌈log2 ⌊Ni /no ⌋⌉. However, under the integrated approach, that number is bounded by the total number of frames inside one
channel, i.e.,
Pbroadcast
t
ni = ⌈log2 ⌊N/no ⌋⌉ with N = i=1 Ni and t being the
number of data types supported in the system. Consequently, as the number of data types increases, the difference between the average index table sizes under the integrated approach and the sequential approach becomes
more significant, which directly affects the performance.
On the other hand, the integrated approach outperforms the sequential approach when the queries issued
are on multiple data types, as depicted in Figure 29(c)
and Figure 29(d). On average, it requires 99.1% of the

tuning time, and 88.8% of the access latency of the sequential approach. The main reason is that the sequential approach forces the searches related to data objects
from both data types to access both subcycles, while objects that are closely located are placed in nearby frames
under the integrated approach.
Based on the performance of both approaches under different query types, we observe that the access latency of the integrated approach is stable while that of
the sequential approach varies. The main reason is that
the integrated approach treats objects of different types
equally and objects are uniformly distributed along the
wireless channel. Consequently, for a given query window, the average distance between the initial frame (i.e.,
the first frame retrieved after a query is issued) and the
final target frame (i.e., the last frame retrieved that contains answer objects) is almost independent of the data
types involved in the query. However, the sequential approach partitions the broadcast program into different
sub-cycles. A query which involves objects of n data
types has to scan n sub-cycles and hence n has a direct
impact on the average access latency. In addition, we
also observe that the tuning time performance of both
approaches doubles when both data types are queried
in one query. This is because when the number of data
types involved into a query increases from one to two,
the number of answer objects and hence the tuning time
performance doubles.
In addition to snapshot window queries, we also evaluate the performance of the sequential approach and
the integrated approach in answering continuous window
queries, with both W SR and QLR set to 0.1. Again, two
types of queries are evaluated, with one querying objects
of one data type (D = 1) and the other querying objects
from both types (D = 2). The performance is depicted
in Figure 30. Similar observations as the result of the
window query experiments are obtained. When objects
of one data type are queried, the sequential approach
performs better due to the small size of the index table. However, its advantages disappear when objects of
multiple data types are queried in the same query. Due
to the space limitation and the primary focus of this
work, we are not able to elaborate the performance of
two approaches in details in this paper. We plan to further examine this issue in our future research.

6 Conclusion
This paper addresses research issues in supporting spatial queries in wireless data broadcast systems. Spatial
indexes proposed recently are all tree-based structures,
in which a search starts at the root of the tree. A client
searching for information on a broadcast channel has to
wait for the data packet containing the root node to arrive, thus prolonging the initial probing time and the
access latency. Moreover, existing studies ideally assume
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a reliable wireless communication environment, where
packet loss never occurs. In fact, wireless communication
is inherently unreliable. A desirable air indexing technique should be resilient in the error-prone wireless environment. That is, query processing should be quickly
recovered after interruption. In this paper, a fully distributed spatial index, namely DSI, is proposed to meet
these requirements.
DSI naturally combines multiple search paths into a
linear structure and fully distributes this index structure
over the whole broadcast cycle. As a result, it allows a
search to start right after a client tunes into the channel. For the same reason, interrupted query processing
can be resumed instantly even when a received packet
is corrupted. Based on DSI, efficient search algorithms
for energy efficient forwarding (EEF), snapshot window
queries, snapshot k nearest neighbor queries, continuous
window queries, and continuous nearest neighbor search
are developed. An analytical model has been developed
to measure both the access latency and the tuning time
performance of EEF operation under both error-free and
error-prone environments. An extensive simulation based
evaluation is conducted under both error-free and errorprone environments. Experimental results show that DSI
significantly outperforms a state-of-the-art spatial air indexing technique extended from R-tree.
In summary, the contribution of this work is five-fold:
– An error-resilient and energy-efficient spatial index
structure, DSI, is developed for wireless data broadcast.
– Search algorithms based upon DSI for query points
that are static or move on a projected trajectory
are developed. These spatial queries include snapshot
window queries, snapshot k-nearest-neighbor queries,
continuous window queries, and continuous nearestneighbor queries.
– An analytical cost model is derived for Energy-Efficient
Forwarding operation.

– Two index organizations are proposed to support
spatial queries on objects of multiple data types.
– An extensive simulation is conducted to compare the
performance of DSI with a spatial air index extended
from R-tree.
As for our next steps, we are considering multiple
directions to extend DSI. First, we have focused on homogeneous data type in this study and proposed two
approaches in this work to extend DSI for supporting
spatial queries on objects of multiple data types. However, the issue of processing of spatial queries involving multiple data types deserves further investigation.
We are working on a) efficient indexing and query processing algorithms to answer complex queries, and b) a
general system framework which allows flexible performance tuning under different query patterns and object
distribution patterns. Second, memory in modern mobile
devices has become larger. Hence, caching data objects
and/or index information on the clients is feasible. We
are looking into techniques that combine caching and
indexing to improve the query processing performance.
Third, in our current work, we assume one Hilbert Curve
which covers the entire service area. The service area
might cover a large space, but a client is more likely to
be interested in objects located close to her. Given a long
broadcast cycle, it might take a long time for a client to
reach the broadcast objects located close to her. This is
an interesting issue that needs further investigation. We
are currently working on a scalable solution. Last but
not the least, we are looking into prototyping a wireless
data broadcast testbed that supports spatial queries.
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